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From Barb
Well, that’s Term 1 done and dusted! And what a term it’s
been …

BPS Teacher

Learning outdoors has lent itself to more movement and
engagement with the natural world.
We consider the environment as both a teacher and a classroom, and the opportunity to spend
more time learning in this space has been a gift. Choir rehearse in the amphitheatre outside of
my office window now and the children’s voices sound wonderful. Even when it’s raining. Maybe
it’s the fresh air?

BPS Choir 2022
With our accompanying
pianist, Richard.

2022 : Term 1

Staff have been amazing. Families, too. School has been a
happy place with lots of fun and lots of learning.

This Term has
been the longest
year of my life!!!

Toot and Strum (recorder and ukulele) and the Junior Primary Singalong
(like a pub choir but with little ones) have been fun new additions this
term. Reading under the trees and adventures in Batta Paintyi (our scrub)
are natural places for children to learn.
Have a Hoppy Easter!

Our school values apply to all communication in our school - adults and children

Respect

♦

Integrity

♦

Responsibility

♦

Thrive

Executive Function
From Barb
Moving forward …….
This year has many of us reflecting on the things that are the most important. I have been reflecting
on the cornerstones of our school, what we value as educators and why.
I’ll start with a short story.

Executive Function
Working Memory: the capacity to
hold and work with information in our
heads over short periods.
Inhibitory Control: the skill to control
and filter our thoughts and impulses
so we can resist temptations,
distractions and habits and to pause
and think before we act.
Mental Flexibility: to be able to
switch gears and adjust to changing
situations, demands, priorities and
perspectives. This means we can
respond to different rules in different
settings, e.g. home and school.
Center on the Developing Child,
Harvard University (2011).
Building the Brain’s “Air Traffic Control
System”. Working Paper No.11, 2011
https://developingchild.harvard.edu/
resources/building-the-brains-airtraffic-control-system-how-earlyexperiences-shape-the-development
-of-executive-function/

Following the recent change of government,
a new Education Chief Executive was
announced last week. We welcome Professor
Martin Westwell into the role. Martin’s previous
role was as the Chief Executive of the SACE
Board, South Australia's curriculum and
assessment authority. He retains full academic
status at Flinders University where he continues
to be involved in research in the science of
learning.
Martin has been a good friend to our school
over the years. Martin’s children attended
here when they moved the family from Oxford
in the UK. His partner Val taught Maths here
for several years and in the first two years of
Covid, their son Ed volunteered to help us out
after returning from Canada.
Way back in 2012, Martin delivered a
presentation for our staff and families on
Executive Function (refer graphic). Following
this our teachers undertook practitioner
research into developing learning programs
that support the growth of these essential
attributes. This work led to us being identified
as an UNESCO Innovative Learning
Environment – one of 30 schools in Australia.
At that time we referenced the role of ‘play’
in the development of these critical life skills,
Reception to Year 7.

Since then there has been a strong international focus on play as a significant factor in children’s
learning, development and wellbeing. Since 2018 the American Academy of Paediatrics have been
writing actual prescriptions for play. The Academy's report declares "Play is not frivolous. It nurtures
children's ingenuity, cooperation and problem-solving skills - all of which are critical for a 21st-century
workforce. It lays the neural groundwork that helps us pursue goals and ignore distractions".

Continued…
Their report also advocates for the restoration of play in
schools, a position that we also take at Bridgewater
Primary School.
We have consistently worked with these ideas at BPS over
the years. We see a strong correlation between Wellbeing data, like Belonging, Academic Self-Worth and
Resilience, and strong academic growth and
achievement.

Having executive function
in the brain is like
having an air traffic
control system at a busy
airport to manage the
arrivals and departures of
dozens of planes on
multiple runways.

Teaching children how to be a good reader and a good
writer requires a sense of joy and fun through stories, poems and songs; play and creativity. It also
requires skilled instruction of the technical aspects of literacy, so there is no mystery about how
language works.
As Mem Fox states, “Reading should be like
chocolate, not medicine.”
Next term we will share our Annual Report which
shows significant growth in achievement and
well-being in state and federal testing.
We continue to look forward to new educational
directions and exciting innovations in the coming
years.
Barb Jenkins
Principal

The following is an email sent to BPS from a Studio 3 parent early this term...

I just want to convey how impressed I am with how well you and your team have prepared
and adapted to online learning. Having spoken to many friends from other schools who are
also grappling with online learning, I have learned that our experience at BPS is not the
norm. Where their kids are rushing through work online, unsupervised and at times frustrated
or in tears that they do not have more support and clarity, this has been far from our
experience. I have really appreciated the well paced timetable and the effort that has
gone into preparing the school packs that allow the students to learn away from their
screens as much as possible.
Also, learning from home has provided a rare insight into the classroom that as parents we
don't usually see. Although I'm not watching classes continuously, I do hear parts of
interactions whilst I'm pottering around with my housework. I am impressed by the patience
and professionalism shown and I particularly appreciate that things are kept relevant to the
bigger picture by equipping the kids with tools and encouragement to practice their own
self care.

Studio 2’s Ukulele lesson in the garden.

I know that you do not get into teaching to be sat in front of a computer all day so
hopefully the children will be back and engaged in the classroom soon but in the
meantime, thank you for your flexibility, your patience and your leadership. It is so greatly
appreciated.

Music with Claire

Studio 8
Setting off to Batta Paintyi
(the scrub) to play and
discover...

Kitchen Garden
with Josie

Its been an exciting term in the Kitchen Garden. Each of the students have come into the garden
with such a great enthusiasm to learn and help that a lot of good work has been achieved.

We have seen the progression of our summer crops. Much to the students delight, the bean tepee
grew tremendously well. As well as picking many beans, its been a great place to relax during
recess and lunch times. The plants in our bee garden have been gradually expanding and we’re
now planting flowers for the winter months to ensure a good food supply for the bees. We have
been becoming very knowledgeable on identifying certain pests and guests in our garden. There
have been a few different types of Ladybugs in the garden and we now know that the red
ladybug and yellow & black ladybugs are beneficial for the plants and that the orange ladybugs
like to munch on our vegie leaves. Potato and pumpkin harvest time occurred during recess and
lunch, which allowed for all ages to take part. It was great fun and good to see the older kids
helping the younger.

Seed saving has been one of the main aims of the garden this term. We hope to be able to reuse
the seed next season and hopefully sell some too.

Lately we’ve been sowing winter vegie seeds to allow for growth to happen before the winter
cold hits. Studio 7 and 8 have been decorating stones to go beneath an new arch we’ve put up
to grow sweet peas over.

A bit of
‘Oopsatorium’
in Studio 9
Inspired by Shaun Tan's book
‘The Oopsatorium’, about an
unsuccessful inventor called
Henry A. Mintox, we designed our
own bizarre inventions using collage.
We then wrote their story and
outlined why they failed.
Mismatched Mayhem Music Making
Machine is Chloe's crazy invention.

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

Studio 8 Toot’n and Strum’n (recorder and ukulele) with Claire in the Amphitheatre.

Music making in the outdoors
Teaching and learning outdoors has been a delight in this stunning weather. The distractions in the
outdoors are different, but not necessarily more, than those inside four walls. Once children have
registered the bird voices, the wind direction and the insects that are sharing our space, their
brains and bodies are primed for learning.
The junior school are building a repertoire of songs, speech rhymes and body percussion rhythm
patterns in their weekly singalong sessions.

Studios 3 and 4 focused on a song from Malaysia called Wau Bulan. We learned complex floor
choreography and celebrated our learning in a brilliant performance to studio 6.
Choir students have been filling their lungs with fresh air and the amphitheatre with song.
Ukulele Lessons are most often held outdoors, either in the amphitheatre or in the garden out front
of the school. Below - Studio 9’s Ukulele lesson on the rocks.
With the shift in the season that
usually arrives with ANZAC Day,
please send your children to
school equipped for the
outdoors. Jackets, beanies,
sturdy shoes, dry socks.
As they say; there is no such
thing as bad weather, only
inappropriate clothing.
Claire

Studio 2 at the War Memorial
On Thursday, 7th April, Studio 2 gathered up tools and walked down to the
Bridgewater War Memorial. We did some planting, watering and a general clean up
before ANZAC day, which falls during the holidays.
This memorial is a community place that was a legacy created by
past students of Bridgewater Primary School.
It’s great that BPS are still caretakers of this site, along with Adelaide Hills Council.
AHC have now installed an information sign and a plaque acknowledging First Nations People.
Please take some time to visit the memorial. It’s a wonderful place to sit and reflect
and to remember all those who have been affected by war.

..remember..

S3 & S4 - Arbury Park
Studio 3 and Studio 4 had an amazing day at
Arbury Park early this term.
There were lots of team building games and
learning about eco systems.
In this picture (right) the children are pretending
they are penguins and trying to keep each other
on the ice... and the ice keeps shrinking!

Richard doing ‘Running Records’
with Zane outside Studio 9.

Studio 8 made a colourful tree in Art with
Heather VK using old pool noodles.

A bit of native grass trimming during
Garden class with Josie.

Studio 2 - Dream Houses
Have you ever been scrolling through your socials and up pops an advertisement with a ‘For Sale’
sign splashed across the most perfect house? The one with the enormous kitchen overlooking the
deck, with a movie theatre and games room out the back? Well, Studio 2 students have been
designing those houses as part of our Dream House project in maths exploring area, perimeter
and budgeting.
Students were given a budget and asked to design their perfect house, complete with every
room they could ever want. We then had options for land location, flooring, exterior walls, and
landscaping.
If you would like to enquire about building one of our dream homes, please address your
correspondence c/o Studio 2 and our architects would be happy to assist you.

Lunch and Crunch Volleyball
By Victoria
On Wednesday 23rd March, students from Studio 2 and Studio 9 ventured over to Heathfield High
School to participate in the Lunch and Crunch Volleyball Tournament.
The tournament is a ‘no sheep stations’ competition run by the Year 9 Heathfield High Volleyball
Specialist Students. It is a great opportunity for our students to make connections to the local high
school as well as providing them opportunities to play volleyball against children from a range of
local Hills schools using state of the art indoor, beach volleyball and grass court facilities.
In the lead up to the event, students developed their volleyball skills (serve, dig, set, spike and block)
and game sense (rules, scoring, player rotations and tactics) during PE lesson. The tournament was
a fun way for the students to practice these skills in a non-competitive setting.
On the day, we fielded 10 teams and they were all very successful. The students had lots of fun;
they learnt new skills and met other students within their school district.
Thank you to all the teachers and support staff for helping to organising such a great day out. We
can’t wait to go again next year!

VOLLEY BALL
As we walked to the court volley balls hovering over my head and score’s were being set above my head, the game was about to start.
We stood on the grass in our positions, the whistle blew loudly within the air. With a serve spinning like a ballerina dancing, THUMP,
as Asher hit the ball high up and over the net. Yes, our point! We were in the lead for a minute until they hit the ball out on to our
court. A gust of wind blew hardly over my face, it was ice cold. By the time I knew it they had got in the lead by twenty and we only
had sixteen, it was our serve. While the whistle blew hard, the ball slowly curved towards Liz who was taking a photo. The ball, blasted
hard and hit Liz!
The team had three minutes to get in the lead. It was Crafers serve. 1,2,3 SLAM!! The ball shot through the air with it only hovering
over the net. Our team and the others watched it, suddenly it was in the direction of our side so… Lani booted in and our point again!
I was starting to think we could win this. The sun shone brightly reflecting on to my face. With another freezing breeze, the ball fell
on to the ground and we had twenty eight points and they had twenty nine. We needed two more points to get in the lead!
It was quiet but the cheering grew loud, it was our turn to serve, the whistle blew so loud my ears felt heavy. I had the ball. We both
and twenty nine points! I BASHED the ball and it spun through the air. At the last second it landed on the ground with a smack, the
tense siren blew loud. WE WON, YAY!
Thank you. Ruby (S2)

Studio 7 - Term 1
The children in Studio 7 have settled well into the reception year. They have had a busy term
expanding and applying their knowledge, learning through play, and having a good time with
their friends.
The children have enjoyed learning their Jolly Phonics letter sounds through a range of activities,
including craft, dress up days and a teddy bear’s picnic under the trees.

Their problem solving skills in Maths is taking off like a rocket. A favourite activity is using chalk to
write letters and numbers, and to draw patterns and pictures on the paving.

In Science, the children explored living and nonliving things, as well as the 5 senses. They explored
these senses walking through the garden, smelling
the flowers and experiencing nature.

Gardening on a Friday is a highlight in
the week! The Studio 7 children
absolutely love using the rather large
wheelbarrows, looking for bugs,
picking fruit, vegetables and flowers
and painting rocks.

Watching the relationships and friendships form and grow, as well as the teamwork during free play
either on the playground, in the studio or at the scrub is delightful.

District Athletics Carnival
On Monday the 4th of April, 29 students from years 4 to 6 represented Bridgewater Primary School at
the District Athletics Carnival at Oakbank Area School. The students competed in various individual
track and field events, as well as the 4x100m relays.
We had a wonderful day with many of our athletes setting new PB’s (personal bests), placing in finals
and winning various ribbons. Our relay teams worked hard with the majority of teams making it into
the finals.
Overall, we had a very successful day with Bridgewater placing fifth overall, two positions higher
than last year. In the Adjusted score (results taken as a percentage of eligible students), we finished
seventh, six positions higher than the previous year. This is extremely impressive and evidence of the
hard work students have done in their PE lessons this term leading up to the event.
Congratulations to the students that won their individual events. They will be selected in the Hills
District Athletics Team and will go on to compete against the other districts at the State Athletics
Carnival later in the year (September).
Well done to all the athletes for being patient during these tricky Covid times. I really appreciate the
students’ dedication to trialling and trainings throughout the weeks leading up to the event. I am
also extremely proud of the way the students conducted themselves at the carnival. They all helped
to support each other and displayed great sportsmanship throughout the day.

Thank you to all the parents that
helped to support, volunteered to
marshal and/or assisted with
transport. We cannot compete at
these events without your help.
Lastly, a massive thank you needs
to go out to Catherine and Tanja
for their amazing work behind the
scenes. Their help is invaluable and
always appreciated.
Victoria

FINAL PLACINGS
Track Events

Field Events

Relays

100m - 3rd Savannah (S9) and Harry (S2)
800m - 2nd Eva (S2)

Long Jump - 2nd Lachie (S2)
High Jump - 1st Alex (S9)
Discus 1st Austin (S9)
2nd Bonnie (S9)
Shot Put - 2nd Bonnie (S9)

11 Year Boys - 2nd
Oscar (S9)
Nathan (S2)
Harry (S2)
Austin (S9)

Still to come...
Cross Country
Knockout Netball
Knockout Soccer
Go Bridgey!

Maths in Studio 3
Data Collection

In Studio 3, students have been learning about data collection, its importance and how we can
display that data. We have learnt about column or bar graphs, tallying, the X and Y axis and gained
understanding as to why it is valuable information to know.
The students worked in small groups and decided on a topic together, they then chose ‘questioning’
and ‘tallying’ as their way of collecting the data. Topics were: favourite chocolate bars, animals
and novels, pets, sports, and student’s birth months.
It was beautiful to see the students interacting in such positive ways. They asked clear questions and
then interpreted the data collected. Students then had a go at organising their data into a column
graph. They completed a draft copy by hand first before having a go at using Microsoft Excel or
Word to create a digital graph.
We hope you enjoy reading about some of the different data we collected on our chosen topics.

Helena and Annabell, with Lachie F. collected
their data on students ‘Favourite Novels’.

Elke’s graph (above) shows which
chocolate bars are preferred and
which are the lest favoured.

Marley chose to find out peoples
‘Favourite and graphed them
accordingly here on the left.

Left - Lola and her
team surveying the
children in S3 about
their pets.

Patrick’s graph on ‘Favourite Sports’ quite
clearly shows that ‘Netball’ is the winner!

Right - Lachie W’s
graph shows the
teams survey results.

‘Favourite Novels’ team collating the data
they gathered.

Finlay, Charlotte and Amos worked with Catherine to complete their digital graph on kids birth months.

Studio 9 Circus
by Nicholas and Flynn
Recently Studio 9 have been working on a project inspired by
Alexander Calder (everyone who knew him called him Sandy).
Sandy’s mother was an artist and his dad was a sculptor.
Sandy was great with wire and made toys with it for his friends.
Even though Sandy loved creating things, he didn’t always
want to be an artist.
Then a newspaper hired Sandy to draw the Barnham and
Bailey Circus for two weeks. He went to the stadium to watch
the circus and was then inspired to make his own little circus
out of wire.
The first thing Sandy made was a little lion cage and a lion
tamer. Then he really got going, working with tiny pieces of
wire, cork, cloth, buttons, yarn, string, leather, paper and bits
of wood. He twisted and shaped and cut and curved until he
had made a whole circus out of wire. Sandy travelled from
country to country showing off his circus.
Studio 9 have now created their own little circus out of wire,
which moves too. The criteria was to make wire figures that
could move and perform circus tricks. It was great fun!

Student Parliament Election Day

Congratulations Jess V.
Jess was elected by the students as Prime Minister of Bridgewater P.S. Student Parliament for 2022.
Congratulation also to Ethan.
Ethan was elected as Deputy Prime Minister.
Well done to all the candidates who put themselves forward for the positions.

Ukulele Club

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

We started teaching the Bridgey Ukulele Club at the beginning of Term 1 and it attracted a lot of
interest. We decided to do it because there used to be an old Ukulele Club (taught by Amanda)
and Flynn and I really enjoyed it, so we thought that starting it again would be a great idea.
This term at Ukulele Club we’ve been teaching basic chords and starting chord changes.
Amanda and Richard still help out and come along to our lunch time sessions when they can, but
it’s mainly Flynn and me doing the teaching. I think everyone who comes is enjoying it and
looking forward to it every Tuesday.
Chloe and Flynn (Studio 9)

Ashton Valley Fresh
Excursion
Studio 2 and Studio 9 visited Ashton Valley Fresh late this term as part of their Science and
Sustainability Studies. Ashton Valley Fresh is an Australian family owned company who produce
premium quality apple and pear juice from 100% Australian fruit.
The students were shown how the apples are sorted before they are sent to the stores or made
into juice. They got to sample the apples and fresh juice. They even got to take home a bag of
fresh apples!

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
Have a wonderful, and safe, Easter.
We truly hope you all get to spend some quality family time
together these holiday.

